Welcome to the Worship Celebration of newLife FELLOWSHIP
SIMPLY BIBLICAL | FAMILY INTEGRATED
Part 2 → this week we will look at the one who looks like a Lamb with Two Horns but Speak like the Dragon (Satanic Message)
The False Prophet will have Power to Deceive with Powerful Signs Wonders and Miracles (false or lying wonders – 2 Thess. 2:1-12)

Just like Jesus is pictured as the LION with the LAMB ... The Counterfiet will be the DRAGON/BEAST with the One that Looks Like A Lamb (the false prophet)
The FALSE PROPHET – Rev. 13

Revelation 13:11-18
Then I saw ANOTHER BEAST coming up OUT OF THE EARTH, and he had TWO HORMS LIKE A LAMB and spoke like a DRAGON. 12 And he exercises ALL the authority of the first beast in his presence, and causes the earth and those who dwell in it to WORSHIP the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed. 13 He performs great signs, so that he even makes fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men. 14 And he deceives those who dwell on the earth by those signs which he was granted to do in the sight of the beast, telling THOSE WHO DWELL ON THE EARTH to make an IMAGE to the beast who was wounded by the SWORD and lived.

Out of the Earth? ➔ Stability ➔ Grounded ➔ Not Chaotic, Peaceful, etc. ➔ Seems Normal and Natural … Acceptable … ???
As opposed to the Sea (the First Beast came up out of the Sea … seemingly chaotic, violent, unstable, unpredictable, etc.)
Revelation 13:11-18

15 He was granted power to give \textit{breath} to the \textit{image of the beast}, that the \textit{image of the beast} should both \textit{speak} and cause as many as would not worship the image of the beast to be \textit{killed}. 16 He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a \textit{mark} on their right hand or on their foreheads, 17 and that no one may \textit{buy} or \textit{sell} except one who has the \textit{mark} or the \textit{name of the beast}, or the \textit{number} of his name. 18 Here is \textit{wisdom}. Let him who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man: His number is 666.
The FALSE PROPHET – Rev. 13

1. Overview → The Beast (the person, the demon, etc.) was introduced in Revelation 9 (Abaddon, Apollyon, the King over the Bottomless Pit and the Locust-Scorpion Demons, etc) Revelation 11 he defeats (temporarily) the Two Witnesses, live on Satellite TV / Internet ...

Rev. 13:1-4 → The Beast Empire (the Political Machine, the Political System / Monster)

Rev. 13:5-10 → The Beast, the person, the demon-possessed person who will rule over this Empire – the antichrist.
The Little Horn of Daniel 7 & 8 – is the anti-christ
These Pictures are from Websites that are looking forward to the Coming Islamic Mahdi – who is the exact template for the Biblical AntiChrist
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The FALSE PROPHET – Rev. 13

2. Quotes about the AntiChrist (the Beast that will come up from the Bottomless Pit) – matches perfectly the Islamic Mahdi who will rule for 7 years.

Abu Saeed Al-Khudri reported that Muhammed said “The Mahdi is from me (my progeny) and will have a broad, clear (of hair) forehead and a prominent nose and will fill the Earth with fairness and justice as it was filled with oppression and injustice, and will reign for SEVEN YEARS.” (Abu Dawud).

The Hadiths of Islam also speak of a seven-year covenant that the Mahdi makes with Israel: “The Prophet said: There will be four peace agreements between you and the Romans. The fourth will be mediated through a person who will be from the progeny of Hadrat Aaron [Honorable Aaron, the brother of Moses] and will be upheld for SEVEN YEARS.” (ref.: Muhammad ibn Izzat and Muhammad Arif, *Al Mahdi and the End of Time*, (London: Dar Al-Taqwa, 1997), 40.)

*** → This echoes Daniel 9:27 (compare Rev. 11) ← ***

The AntiChrist (or the Islamic Mahdi) will make a covenant for 7 years, but in the middle of the period, he will break that covenant and defile the rebuilt Jewish Temple on the Temple Mount.

The AntiChrist – The Beast that comes up out of the Pit and His Empire – Described Perfectly in Islam
The **AntiChrist** – The Beast that comes up out of the Pit and His Empire – Described Perfectly in Islam

⇒ This Quote TIES the Mahdi to the White Horse in Revelation 6 ⇒ The Rider with a Bow and No Arrows

The First Horse of the Four Horsemen
This is the MAHDI’s Symbol ... it is FILLED with 666, BTW ... it matches the Mark of the Beast Perfectly
The AntiChrist – The Beast that comes up out of the Pit and His Empire – Described Perfectly in Islam
He rules for 7 years ... Islam, the Mahdi ... here’s the perfect candidate that Fits who the Anti-Christ is and where He will Rise from (Geographic Location)
The AntiChrist – The Beast that comes up out of the Pit and His Empire – Described Perfectly in Islam

➔ This Quote TIES the Mahdi to the White Horse in Revelation 6 ➔ The Rider with a Bow and No Arrows
  The First Horse of the Four Horsemen
The Mahdi will rule with The False Prophet is the Islamic Jesus (ISA) in the Qur’an ... This Picture is in Iran.
The AntiChrist – The Beast that comes up out of the Pit and His Empire – Described Perfectly in Islam
He rules for 7 years ... Islam, the Mahdi ... here’s the perfect candidate that Fits who the Anti-Christ is and where He will Rise from (Geographic Location)
The FALSE PROPHET – Rev. 13

3. The False Prophet, is introduced in Revelation 13:11-18 ... He parallels the Islamic Isa (or their version of Jesus). He will look like Jesus - a lamb with two horns – false Messiah / Christ – read Matt. 24:15-27 – it is during the Great Tribulation that a “false Christ” will appear in the desert / wilderness → focus on Matt. 24:23-27.

The Islamic Isa (Islamic version of “Jesus”) will work with and for the Islamic Mahdi – to push and force Islam on all the world. He will claim to be the “real” Jesus, but will be False. He will also be Demon Possessed, just like the AntiChrist (the Mahdi) will be.

We know he is called the False Prophet – because he is named this, later, in Revelation 16 & 19
Jesus is warning about what WILL Happen During the The Great Tribulation. From Matthew 24:15 and onward, Jesus is talking about the Great Tribulation Period (7 years).
The **AntiChrist** – The Beast that comes up out of the Pit and His Empire – Described Perfectly in Islam
He rules for 7 years ... Islam, the Mahdi ... here’s the perfect candidate that Fits who the Anti-Christ is and where He will Rise from (Geographic Location)
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A new Mural Showing the Mahdi waking with the Leaders of Islam, which includes Isa (the Islamic Jesus)
The False Prophet is the Islamic Jesus (ISA) in the Qur’an ... This Picture is in Iran.
A new Mural Showing the Mahdi waking with the Leaders of Islam, which includes Isa (the Islamic Jesus)
Notice the Colors of the Flags ... what we don’t see is the BLACK Flag ... but it is in other Murals
4 Colors ... White, Red, Black, and Green ... all Symbolic Colors of Islam Ruling and Reigning all over the earth (the Caliphate)
The False Prophet is the Islamic Jesus (ISA) in the Qur’an ...
He will look like “Jesus” ... People will be deceived into thinking that he really is the real Jesus Christ
The False Prophet is the Islamic Jesus (ISA) in the Qur’an ...
He will look like “Jesus” ... People will be deceived into thinking that he really is the real Jesus Christ
He Message will not be from the Bible or it will be twisted from the Bible ... he will be speaking Satan’s Message
He will want all people to become Islamic/Muslim and reject the Bible and follow the Qur’an (the counterfeit religion of “peace”)

**False Prophet Attribute #2:**

- **False Prophet** conceals his true nature behind a peaceful façade.
- Revelation 13:11: Then I saw another beast rising out of the earth. It had two horns **like a lamb** and it **spoke like a dragon.**

False Islamic Jesus
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He will ENFORCE ISLAM ... and Set Up an Image of the Beast
The False Prophet will be in charge of this FORCING of WORSHIP all over the World
⇒ HINT ⇒ this is the Spirit of Babylon – the Woman who Rides on the Beast – Mystery Babylon
   The Religious Side of things in the Beast Empire. The Beast will Use this to Control as He needs it.
   He will eventually (along with the 10 kings) destroy the woman (the religious system) per Revelation 17
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The False Prophet will be in charge of this FORCING of WORSHIP all over the World
HINT → this is the Spirit of Babylon – the Woman who Rides on the Beast – Mystery Babylon
The Religious Side of things in the Beast Empire. The Beast will Use this to Control as He needs it.
He will eventually (along with the 10 kings) destroy the woman (the religious system) per Revelation 17
The False Prophet will have people Set Up an Image of the Beast

The BLACK STONE (counterfeit of Jesus being the Chief Stone or the CornerStone) ... is set in the EAST Corner of the Ka'aba ...
It takes away the sins of those that touch and kiss it. Similar to how we touch and kiss Christ (see Psalm 2) –
Satan has made a counterfeit of Christ (anti-christ – instead of Christ)
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The False Prophet will have people Set Up an Image of the Beast – it “Sexual” in nature (spiritually sexual)
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It takes away the sins of those that touch and kiss it. Similar to how we touch and kiss Christ (see Pslam 2) –
Satan has made a counterfeit of Christ (anti-christ – instead of Christ)
It is under the SKIRT of Mystery Babylon – under Her Skirt, the Kaaba is covered like a Woman is Covered in Islam with a Hijab
The Lifting up of her skirt, and kissing her “private parts” is a Sexual Act, and is written about in that way
The Woman who rides upon the Beast is pictured here, perfectly, committing Adultery with the Gentile Nations
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The BLACK STONE (counterfeit of Jesus being the Chief Stone or the CornerStone) ... is set in the EAST Corner of the Ka’aba ...
It takes away the sins of those that touch and kiss it. Similar to how we touch and kiss Christ (see Psalms 2) –
Satan has made a counterfeit of Christ (anti-christ – instead of Christ)
It is under the SKIRT of Mystery Babylon – under Her Skirt, the Kaaba is covered like a Woman is Covered in Islam with a Hijab
The Lifting up of her skirt, and kissing her “private parts” is a Sexual Act, and is written about in that way
The Woman who rides upon the Beast is pictured here, perfectly, committing Adultery with the Gentile Nations
ALLAH – the Moon God → The Wife is Aphrodite, Diana, Artemis, Ashtoreth, Isis, etc...
Female goddess Idol – Queen of Heaven ...
Aphrodite, Diana, Artemis, Ashtoreth, Isis, etc... Female goddess Idol – Queen of Heaven...
HER ROOTS Come from Babylon (from BABEL) that is why she is called Mystery Babylon...
The Wife of Allah is Allat – she is the Picture of the Ka’aba, clothed like a Female in a Hijab ...
Lifting her Skirt and committing Adultery, the Harlot Woman is perfectly seen here
Aphrodite, Diana, Artemis, Ashtoreth, Isis, etc... Female goddess Idol – Queen of Heaven

The Wife of Allah is Allat – she is the Picture of the Ka’aba, clothed like a Female in a Hijab ...

She is cloth in Gold, Scarlet, Precious Jewels (as the Ka’aba is ...)

Lifting her Skirt and committing Adultery, the Harlot Woman is perfectly seen here.

The False Prophet Tells the Followers of the Beast to Make an Image and the False Prophet Breathes LIFE into it ...

The LIFE is the Message of Islam and the Caliphate ... The Image is Living ... we are looking at it in this Picture.

The Hoards of Islamic Warriors will go forth with Qur’anic Zeal to Conquer the World (it will not succeed, though)
The Image of the Beast – the Ka’aba’s Black Stone – will be moved to Jerusalem...
according to Islamic End-Times Prophecy
The Abomination of Desolation ... the Symbol of Spiritual Adultery that traces its roots
back to Babylon
The Mark of the Beast is NOT some sort of Computer Chip under the skin, nor a Tattoo ...
The False Prophet, through the IMAGE of the BEAST ... will enforce this
This is Full Force SHARIAH LAW ENFORCEMENT on Steroids
The Mark of the Beast is NOT some sort of Computer Chip under the skin, nor a Tattoo ...
These MARKS, NUMBERS, NAMES of the BEAST exist, already TODAY ... see these pictures
These all contain the 666 - the Greek Letters that John wrote down, perfectly look like
the Arabic Lettering
For the Name of Allah, in the Bismillah ... and in the MARK (insignia) of the Mahdi (the Beast)
The Green Circular Name of the Mahdi contain all the symbols that match 666.
It is the Image, the Mark, the Number, and the Name of the Mahdi (the Beast that comes up out of the bottomless pit)
The Mark of the Beast is NOT some sort of Computer Chip under the skin, nor a Tattoo ...
These MARKS, NUMBERS, NAMES of the BEAST exist, already TODAY ... see these pictures
They are, today, and for 1400 years, worn on the Forehead (as headbands) and on the
Right Arm and Hands of the Islamic Faithful
Badges, Armbands, Headbands (bandanas) ...
Right Hand ➔ Right Arm ... same thing in the Greek and in the Middle East, today.
Enforcement – by Threat of Death ... people, outside of Christ, will not know how to deal
with this, other than to Comply.
But, those who are followers of Christ in the Great Tribulation, will REFUSE this outward
Sign of Slavery and Submission to Islam.
These “REFUSERS” will be Killed via Beheadings, because they Refuse to Worship the
Beast, His Name, or the Image, etc.
The Mark of the Beast ➔ Enforcement, seen today with ISIS (the Caliphate, seed ..)
Enforcement – by Threat of Death ... people, outside of Christ, will not know how to deal
with this, other than to Comply.
But, those who are followers of Christ in the Great Tribulation, will REFUSE this outward
Sign of Slavery and Submission to Islam.
These “REFUSERS” will be Killed via Beheadings, because they Refuse to Worship the
Beast, His Name, or the Image, etc.
Why is Jesus revealing this?

If the Bible is True and Accurate …
then I should OBEY those Precepts, Principles, and Patterns that relate to me, in Christ
Prophecy Shores up my FAITH in God and His Word, the Bible.
It Strengthen My Faith …
Jesus said,
“When you see these things BEGIN to take place (take shape),
LOOK UP for your Redemption is Very NEAR …”  LUKE 21:28
Let’s Worship God … Because of Who He is, For What He has done, and What He is Yet to do ➔ He is the GREAT ALMIGHTY GOD WHO HAS ALL CONTROL OVER THE WHOLE UNIVERSE and TIME…

ALL POWERFUL ALMIGHTY GOD
The GOD of ISRAEL

😊